Modeling Nanoscale Imaging in Electron Microscopy

**Features**
- Focuses solely on the modeling of microscopy, not the instrumentation
- First book in the field since 1998
- Based on the lectures series at the Wolfgang Dahmen Research Seminar on "Imaging in Electron Microscopy"
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**Materials Science**

M.-H. Yu, Xi’an Jiaotong University, China; J.-C. Li, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

**Computational Plasticity**

With Emphasis on the Application of the Unified Strength Theory

**Features**
- Focusing on unified strength theory as a very broad and flexible theory for many materials
- Contains new computational results that can be easily adapted for more structures
- Provides method to increase admissible loads or decrease cross-sections and the weight of the structure

**Contents**
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Materials Science, general; Mechanical Engineering

**Target groups**
Research
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Monograph
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**Morphology Genetic Materials Templated from Nature Species**

Morphology Genetic Materials Templated from Nature Species provides a comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of research on bio-inspired functional materials including materials science and engineering aspects of the fabrication, properties, and applications. The book discusses bio-inspired strategies integrating biotemplate, biomimeralization, and biomimesis in nature, which are adopted to fabricate functional materials with hierarchical bio-architectures and interrelated outstanding performances, as well as valuable applications in photovoltaics, photonics, photocatalysis, chemical detection, bio-imaging, and photovoltaic cell components/devices. The book is intended for researchers and graduate students in the fields of materials science, chemistry, nanotechnology, semiconductor, biotechnology, environmental engineering, etc. Prof. Dr.

**Features**
- Perhap the first book-length treatment devoted solely to a promising group of materials: morphogenetic materials
- Introduces morphogenetic fabrication, which directly incorporates the bio-composition of a natural species into fabricated functional materials
- Discusses bio-inspired strategies integrating biotemplates, biomimeralization, and biomimesis in nature

**Contents**
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Research
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